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We have pleasure in offering our most recent acquisitions to you.
Books can be purchased over the telephone, by email or letter. Also, many of the books in this catalogue can
be viewed and purchased on-line at our website.
Of the scarce works, a very pleasing copy of Thomas Wildman’s, ‘A Treatise on the Culture of Peach Trees,
to which is added, a Treatise on the Management of Bees; and the improved treatment of them’ can be
found in Item 15. Further, we are offering for sale an excellent copy of Samuel Purchas’ ‘A Theatre of
Politicall Flying-Insects’ in Item 8. A work that rarely comes up for sale, especially so in the condition our
copy is in.
A good number of the books offered for sale have very interesting provenance, for example, Item 13, Joseph
Warder’s, ‘The True Amazons’ and Item 25, W.C. Cotton’s, ‘My Bee Book’.
Another work that very rarely comes up for sale in such a large run can be found in Item 18, ‘The British Bee
Journal and Bee-Keeper’s Advisor’, stretching nearly 60 years from Volume 1 to 58. Given the amount,
variety and quality of the content, it is an important treasure trove of information and excellent value for
money.
If you have any questions, or would like to view books here in Hay-on-Wye, do let us know.
Darren Bloodworth
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We accept Bank Transfers, Debit and Credit cards. Payment can also be made by Sterling cheque. Sorry, but
we do not accept American Express. Postage is charged at very reasonable rates.
We are always interested in purchasing large or small collections of Bee & Beekeeping
books and can travel to view.
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Books published before 1800
1.

Butler, Charles. The Feminine Monarchie (Monarchy). Or the Historie of Bees Rep. Pub. Kessinger
Legacy Reprints. 2011 pp.196. 8vo. New hardback. [55392]
£25.00
A copy of the 2nd edition of 1623 reproduced from an original copy even though there are some imperfections, e.g. some marks
and blurring of text. The 1623 edition was the first to contain the 4-part madrigal which was an attempt to capture the piping
of the queen at swarming time (Harding 18). Walker called it 'the most readable Edn'.

2.

Butler, Charles. The Feminine Monarchie or The Historie of Bees. Shewing Their admirable Nature,

and Properties, Their Generation, and Colonies, their Gouernment, Loyaltie, Art, Induftrie, Enemies,
Warres, Magnanimitie, etc. Facsimile. Pub. NBB. 1985 8vo. A super facsimile of the 1623 edition of this
monumental work. A fine hardback in gilt decorated, wheat coloured, cloth boards and matching publisher's
slipcase, also in fine condition. [55193]
£60.00
'This is the greatest early British bee book and contains the best account of Skep beekeeping which is available today. Butler
(1571-1647) was one of the many clergymen who wrote about bees.' - Harding 18.

3.

Corney, Richard. Some Observations Experimental Touching Bees (Anno 1670). Copy of unpublished
manuscript. c. 1975 pp.[3], 29. 8vo. Hardback. Contents fine. Bookplate of David Smith (long-term IBRA
Secretary and author) to front paste down. Recent red cloth binding in fine condition. Unique. (Harding 44).
[55402]
£150.00
A copy of an unpublished manuscript written in 1670, the original held in the library of the University of Guelph, Canada.
Near the end of his life, Richard Corney, Rector of Harrington, dictated the contents of this manuscript detailing his
experiences of beekeeping. It contains a brief account of beekeeping with straw hives. Corney placed a second hive under the
first so that he could take honey from the lower hive without driving the bees, (Harding).

4.

Hill M.D., John. The Virtues of Honey. In preventing many of the worst disorders and in the certain
cures of several others. 2nd. Ed. Facsimile. c.1980 pp.54. 8vo. An unbound facsimile copy of the second
edition, 1759, corrected by hand where the copying process missed letters/a word. With the title page being a
transcript from the third edition of 1760. Fine condition. Harding 113. [55760]
£22.50
This copy is derived from a photocopy of the 2nd edition of ‘The Virtues of Honey’ which was held in the IBRA library. The
collator of this copy has added some interesting bibliographical information.

5.

Keys, John. The Practical Bee-Master. In which will be shewn how to manage bees either in straw

hives or in boxes, without destroying them, and with more ease, safety and profit, than by any method
hitherto made public. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. for the author, London. [1780] pp.xii, 390 with one fold-out plate plus
1 leaf of advertisement, errata and postscript. 8vo. Hardback. Contents leaf bound after title page. Signature
excised from front top corner of title page and following leaf (text not effected), o/w. contents in fine condition.
Neat signature of 'Wm. Challis, Trafalgar, 1845' to ffep. Contemporary half-leather binding with marbled boards,
showing some wear to leather at top of front hinge, all in vg. condition. Harding 135. [55397]
£350.00
This copy contains a more detailed errata and a postscript, thereby making the contents more comprehensive.

6.

[Lettsom, John Coakley]. Hints for promoting a bee society. 2nd. Ed. Facsimile. c.1980 pp.22 with one plate.
8vo. An unbound facsimile copy of the second edition which was published in London in 1796. Fine condition.
Harding 155. [55762]
£12.50
The collator of this copy has included a one-side A5 page of bibliographical information on Dr. J.C. Lettsom.

7.

Mills, John. An Essay on the Management of Bees. Wherein is shown the method of rearing those useful

insects; and that the practice of saving their lives when their honey and wax are taken from them was
known to the antients and is, in itself, simple and easily executed. 1st. Ed. Pub. for J. Johnson and B.
Davenport. 1766 pp.x, [2], 157 with 2 pages of publisher's adverts. 8vo. Hardback. Original illus. frontis. and
fold-out plate removed, facsimiles of which are loosely inserted. Contents in nr. fine condition. More recently,
professionally rebound in quarter-calf over marbled boards, with replacement end-papers, all in fine condition.
Scarce. Harding 116. [54653]
£395.00
8.

Purchas, Samuel. A Theatre of Politicall Flying-Insects. Wherein especially the nature, the worth, the

work, the wonder and the manner of right-ordering of the Bee, is discovered and described.....and in a
Second Part are annexed meditations, and observations theological and moral in three Centuries upon
that subject. 1st. Ed. Pub. R.I for Thomas Parkhurst, London. 1657 pp.13 leaves, 387 with both longitudinal
title-page and separate title-page for the Second Part. With errata leaf. 8vo. Hardback. AEG. Three, very small
neat repairs to verso of main title-page. Few spots, very minor mark to one blank margin. Otherwise, contents are
exceptional and in fine condition. Very handsome, early 20th Century full mottled calf-leather binding by
Zaehnsdorf; spine richly gilt decorated with red and green labels, inner gilt dentelles; all in very nr. fine condition.

Marbled end-papers. Prov: Neat private library stamp to rear pastedown (Rothamsted, Lawes Trust, acquired by
them in 1918) and neat hand-written lib. no. to front pastedown. A fine, complete copy. Very scarce. Harding 35.
[55045]
£7,950.00
Samuel Purchas was the son of the author of ‘Purchas his Pilgrimes’ (1619). He became rector of Sutton in Essex and he
dedicated this book, which references early beekeepers and their works, to Robert, Earle of Warwick. Purchas was clearly a
deeply religious man and a great advocate of Bees.

9.

Smith, D.A. (Ed.). John Evelyn’s Manuscript on Bees from Elysium Britannicum.
Research Association. 1966 pp.40 with b/w. plates. 8vo. Fine softback. [55574]

Rep. Corr. Pub. Bee
£10.00

In the 17th Century, John Evelyn wrote about bees and beekeeping in his works ‘Sylva’ and ‘Elysium Britannicum’ - the latter
being a manuscript which he did not publish. The information from ‘Elysium Britannicum’ is presented here, alongside the
most important references to bee forage taken from ‘Sylva’.

10.

Thorley, Rev. John. An Enquiry into the Nature, Order and Government of Bees. Those instructive and

useful insects. With a new, easy and effectual method to preserve them, not only in Colonies, but
common Hives. 4th. Ed. Pub. Johnson, London. 1774 pp. illus frontis., x, 158 with one further engraved plate.
8vo. Hardback. Contents near fine condition. Two neat, early ownership inscriptions (one dated 1787) and
bookplate of David Smith (long-term IBRA Secretary and author) loosely inserted. The plates in this edition are
especially charming. Bound in handsome original full-calf leather (tree-calf style), showing some wear along spine
and to fore-edges, o/w. vg and still very firm internally. Marbled end-papers. (Harding 97). [54001]
£465.00
Thorley’s secret was the puffball narcotic, which he used when uniting colonies; its use was mentioned in 1597 by John Gerard
and had long been practised in the Netherlands. Of English writers, Thorley was the first to mention having found wax scales
in the pockets of worker bees.

11.

Tusser, Thomas. A hundreth good pointes of husbandrie. 1st. Ed. Fac. Pub. Da Capo Press. 1973 pp.26.
8vo. Fine softback. Harding 3. [55761]
£35.00
A facsimile of the first edition copy (1557) held in the British Museum. The work contains 100 verses of advice on husbandry.
Verses 84 and 85 deal with Bees.

12.

Warder, Joseph. The True Amazons. or, The Monarchy of Bees. 7th. Ed. Pub. Longman. 1742 pp.164
including portrait fronts. Crown 8vo. Contents in fine condition. Bookplate of David Smith (long-term IBRA
Secretary and author) to front pastedown. Original, full calf-leather boards with gilt lettering and decoration to
spine & board in vg. condition, showing a little wear at front external hinge. Harding 74. [55227]
£250.00
‘An important and successful book, which went through many editions and was translated into German and Italian’ (Harding
74).

13.

Warder, Joseph. The True Amazons. or, The Monarchy of Bees. 6th. Ed. Pub. London, Pemberton. 1726
pp.xxiv, 112. Small 8vo. Hardback. Frontis., removed. Contents nr. fine. Original, decorated full-calf boards
(leather worn in places) with more recent spine, overall good to vg. With the signature of H.J. Wadey (highly
respected Beekeeper, Author and Bee Craft Editor) to ffep. A pleasing copy. [55393]
£125.00
In this edition a letter was added ‘from the author concerning a late treatise upon the subject of bees’ (Harding 74).

14.

Warder, Joseph. The True Amazons. or, The Monarchy of Bees. 6th. Ed. Pub. London, Pemberton. 1726
pp.xxiv, 112 with engraved illus. of Joseph Warder as frontis. Small 8vo. Hardback. Title-page close cropped with
loss of bottom line of imprint, o/w. contents in fine condition. More recently handsomely rebound in quarter calf
leather over brown boards, all in fine condition. Signature of Harrison Ashforth (former president of BBKA and
designer of the Ashforth Rapid Feeder) to ffep. [55404]
£250.00
In this edition a letter was added ‘from the author concerning a late treatise upon the subject of bees’ (Harding 74).

15.

Wildman, Thomas. A Treatise on the Culture of Peach Trees, to which is added, a Treatise on the
Management of Bees; and the improved treatment of them. 1st. English Ed. Pub. London, for the Author,
also Dublin by Exshaw. 1768 pp.[ii], 5, [viii], 125, [i], 78, vi with one fold-out plate. Two-title pages. Crown 8vo.
Contents fine. Contemporary full-calf , neatly rebacked with most of original spine label, all in thor. vg. condition.
With armorial bookplate of William Gilstrap to front pastedown. Very scarce. [50959]
£1,850.00
‘Treatise on the Culture of Peach Trees’ is an English translation of the highly respected ‘Traite de la culture des pechers’,
first published in Paris in 1745 (Henrey 1438). Thomas Wildman’s writings on beekeeping ‘shows culture and an unusual
knowledge of continental beekeeping’ (Harding 119). Maltster and philanthropist William Gilstrap (1816-1896) was given his
Baronetcy in Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee Hounours on 28th July 1887.

16.

Wildman, Thomas. A Treatise on the Management of Bees; Wherin is contained the Natural History of

those Insects; with the various methods of cultivating them, both Antient and Modern, and the improved
Treatment of them. To which are added the Natural History of Wasps and Hornets, and the means of
destroying them. 1st. Ed. Pub. London, Cadell for the author. 1768 pp.xx, 170 plus 3 fold-out copper-engraved
plates plus index. 4to. Hardback. Scattered light foxing, mainly at ends, otherwise text is in fine condition. Minor
off-setting and spotting on plates, o/w. in fine condition. Handsomely bound in original full-leather boards, tree-

calf design, with gilt decoration. More recently, a new spine has been professionally added, decorated with gilt
crests and lettering. A very nice copy of this the first (large format) edition. (Harding 119). Would be very hard to
find a nicer copy. [42520]
£825.00
Thomas Wildman understood the nature and behaviour of bees and this treatise ‘shows culture and an unusual knowledge of
continental beekeeping’ (Harding 119).

Books published between 1801 & 1900
17.

A.L.O.E. (A lady of England) pseud., (Tucker, Charlotte Maria). Wings And Stings: A Tale For The Young.
Pub. T. Nelson and Sons. 1885 pp.108 with 10 hand-coloured plates. 8vo. Hardback. End-papers showing
darkening. Minor foxing. Two leaves with a little loss to margin. Otherwise contents fine. Original decorated cloth
boards in vg. condition, a little spine lean. Harding 284. [55153]
£80.00
Copies of this work tend to have black and white plates and sometimes, a hand-coloured frontispiece. This copy has both the
hand-coloured frontispiece and a further 9 hand-coloured plates. A beekeeping tale for children by the prolific Victorian writer
Charlotte Marie Tucker, who wrote under the pseudonym A.L.O.E. (A lady Of England).

18.

Abbott, Charles Nash (et al). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keeper’s Advisor. Volumes 1 to 58
(incl.). 1st. Ed. Pub. British Bee Journal. 1873-1930 Fifty-eight volume run. 8vo/large 8vo. Hardbacks. Bindings
mostly original cloth with some exceptions. Nine weekly parts not present in Vol. 56. Contents in vg. to fine
condition throughout. Bindings in vg. to nr. fine condition - hinges a little tender in three volumes. A very useable
set. Such large runs rarely become available. [55359]
£2,950.00
A fascinating and very useful insight into the practices and the state of beekeeping from the mid-Victorian period, through the
turn of the Century, the First World War and on to the early 1930s.

19.

Bagster, Samuel. The Management of Bees. With a Description of the Ladies’ Safety Hive. 3rd. Ed. Pub.
Charles Griffin, London. nd [c.1865] pp.xvi, 240 with 40 b/w. illus. in text. Small 8vo. Hardback. One section
coming loose, o/w., contents very clean and in fine condition. Internal hinges tender. Original decorated cloth
boards, showing light wear on extremities, o/w. in vg. condition. Harding 222. [55148]
£90.00
The last edition. A fascinating insight into beekeeping of the period, touching on all aspects of beekeeping and beekeeping
equipment.

20.

Bagster, Samuel. The Management of Bees. with a description of the Ladies’ Safety Hive. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Bagster & Pickering. 1834 pp.xx, 244 with hand-coloured frontis. and 40 b/w. illus. in text. Small 8vo. Hardback.
Lib. label of Bee Research Association to front pastedown and bookplate of David Smith (long-term IBRA
Secretary and author). Some spotting, contents in vg. condition. Cords stretched internally, one section coming
loose. Original flower-decorated cloth showing wear to spine, o/w. vg. [55394]
£100.00

21.

Bevan, Edward. The Honey Bee. its natural history, physiology, and management. 1st. Ed. Pub. Baldwin,
Cradock and Joy, London. 1827 pp.xxvi, [ii], 404 with illustrated title-page and illus. in text. 8vo. Hardback.
Minor scattered foxing, o/w. contents in near fine condition. Signature (19th Century) appearing to be 'Wm. Brook
- Surgeon' to title-page. In same hand, two sides of handwritten notes to ffep., taken from Nutt's Humanity to
Honey Bees. A further half-page of handwritten notes (likely different hand) entitled 'The Hexagon Box Hive'
loosely inserted. Bookplate of David Smith (long-term IBRA Secretary and author) to front past down. Original
publisher's duck-egg blue binding, showing wear and in good only condition. A unique copy. Harding 201.
[55403]
£150.00
Dr. Bevan moved to Ross-on-Wye, where he began to study bees. His book brought him into correspondence with the foremost
bee-keepers of his time.

22.

Cheshire, F.R. Bees and Bee-keeping. Vol. I - Scientific. A Complete Treatise on the Anatomy,
Physiology, Floral Relations, and the Profitable Management of the Hive Bee. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Bazaar,
Exchange and Mart. [c.1886] pp.vii, 336 with 8 b/w., plates, illus., in text plus 4 pages of adverts. 8vo.
Hardback. Neat name and address to front and rear pastedown. Contents in fine condition. Original decorated
green cloth boards in fine condition. A very pleasing copy indeed. Harding 388. [55154]
£50.00

23.

Cheshire, F.R. Bees and Bee-keeping. Vol. I - Scientific. A Complete Treatise on the Anatomy,
Physiology, Floral Relations, and the Profitable Management of the Hive Bee. 1st. Ed. Pub. L. Upcott Gill.
[c.1886] pp.viii, 336 with 8 b/w., plates and illus., in text plus 15-page publisher's catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Neat
name to half-title and title page. Contents fine. Orig. decorated green cloth boards in vg. condition, internal hinges
tender. Harding 388. [55216]
£25.00

24.

Cheshire, F.R. Bees & Bee-Keeping. Vol. II - Practical. A Complete Treatise on the Anatomy,
Physiology, Floral Relations, and Profitable Management of the Hive Bee. 1st. Ed. Pub. Upcott Gill. 1888
pp.[vi], 652 with b/w. illus in text plus 6 pages of adverts. 8vo. Hardback. Neat dedication to verso of half title.

Some light coloured staining to margins, o/w., contents thor. vg. Orig. illus. boards, showing some shelf-wear and
spine lean. Overall a vg. reading copy. [55409]
£25.00
25.

Cotton, W.C. My Bee Book. 1st. Ed. Pub. Rivington. 1842 With the usual irregular pagination as noted in
Harding's 'Bibliography of Bee Books'. pp.lvi, 2 leaves, then pages 60-368 (pp.72-98 have the same no. on both
left and right hand pages). With illustrations by Whimper. 8vo. Hardback. Signature of H.J. Wadey (highly
respected Beekeeper, Author and Bee Craft Editor) to front pastedown. Further neat dedication to ffep., dated
1847. Contents fine. Original decorated boards (spine skilfully relaid) very bright, gently bumped on corners and
in nr. fine condition. Harding 238. [55399]
£300.00
‘This is in the nature of a scrapbook, containing Cotton’s letters to cottagers, bee verses and mottoes, and reprints of parts of
books by Southerne, Moore, Thorley, Sydserff, etc., and also the rules of the Oxford Apiarian Society, and details of Cotton’s
plans to introduce bees to New Zealand. Cotton, who was a clergyman, adopted a very moral tone in advocating the use of a
puff ball narcotic to spare the lives of the bees.’ (Harding 238).

26.

Cowan, T.W. British Bee-keeper’s Guide Book. To the Management of Bees in Movable-comb Hives,
and the Use of the Extractor. 10th Ed. Pub. British Bee Journal. 1889 pp.xii, 174 with illus. frontis., many
b/w. illus., plus 14 pages of adverts. Small 8vo. Hardback. Neat stamp to ffep. Some scattered foxing o/w. contents
fine. Original boards lightly rubbed and in thor. vg. condition. Harding 356. [55258]
£125.00
'It is largely through the influence of this little guide that the form of British bee-keeping practice took on its well-known
characteristics' (R.O.B. Manley).

27.

Doyle, Martin pseud. (Hickey. M). Rural Economy; A Treasury of Information on the Horse, Pony, Mule,

Ass, Cow-Keeping, Sheep, Pigs, Goat, Honey-Bee, Poultry, Etc. With The Cottage Farmer's Calendar.
New Ed. Pub George Routledge & Sons. [1860] pp.[iv], 156 with publisher's adverts to end-papers. Small 8vo.
Hardback. Contents nr. fine. Orig. illus. cloth boards a little shelf-worn and marked. Overall, a vg. copy. Scarce.
Harding 270. [55244]
£150.00
A detailed, worldly approach to its contents, taking influence from experiences around the globe. The Honey bee is treated
from pp.77 to 106.

28.

Dunbar, Rev. William (Jardine, Sir William.). The Natural History of Bees, Comprehending the Uses and

Economical Management of the British and Foreign Honey-bee...With Portrait and Memoir of
Huber. The Naturalists Library. Vol. XXVI, Entomology Vol. VI. 1st. Ed. Pub. W.H. Lizars. 1840 pp.ix,
[i], 17-301 with portrait frontis., illus. hand-col. half title and 30 plates, (19 hand-col.) as published. 8vo. Lacking
last page of Contents and rfep. Plate 28 bound upside down. Signature to ffep., and title page (dated 1841 and
1868). Contents in thor. vg. condition. Original boards in vg. condition. Tight binding. [55255]
£125.00
‘The colour plates are particularly attractive. Dunbar also wrote three articles on bees in the Edinburgh Philosophical Journal
1820-24’, (Harding 236).

29.

Dzierzon, Dr. (& Abbott, Charles Nash (Ed.). Dzierzon’s Rational Bee-keeping. Or, the theory and practice
of Dr. Dzierzon, of Carlsmarkt. 1st. English. Ed. 2nd. Thou. Pub. Houlston. 1882 pp.xvi, 350 with b/w. text
illus. & 8 pages of adverts. 8vo. Hardback. Bookplate of David Smith (long-term IBRA Secretary and author) to
front paste down. Light, scattered spotting to end-papers, o/w. contents in fine condition. A few neat, informed
pencil annotations. Original decorated blue cloth boards with honey-bee motif and lettering in gilt, all in near fine
condition. A very pleasing copy indeed. Harding 365. [55398]
£325.00
‘Translated by H. Dieck and S. Stutterd from ‘Rationelle Bienenzucht’, published in Brieg in 1861 and 1878. Dzierzon
discovered parthenogenesis in bees’, (Harding 365).

30.

Gelieu, Jonas de. The Bee Preserver. or Practical directions for the management and preservation of
hives: translated from the French of Jonas de Gelieu. 1st. Ed. Pub. J. Anderson. 1829 pp.vi, 134 with
illustrations. With Errata slip. 8vo. Hardback. Contents very clean and in near fine condition. Original grey and
blue paper coloured boards (very good condition) with more recent replacement spine and label (fine condition).
Original end-papers with neat, period handwritten note to front-pastedown listing the details for T.M Howatson’s
book ‘The Apiarian’s Manual’ published in 1827. Scarce. Harding 204. [54196]
£475.00
Jonas de Gelieu was considered a pioneer of modern beekeeping and was part of a highly respected Swiss beekeeping family.

31.

Huish, Robert. A Treatise on the Nature, Economy, and Practical Management of Bees. in which the
various systems of the British and Foreign Apiarians are examined. 1st. Ed. Pub. Baldwin, Craddock and
Joy. 1815 pp.xxiii, [i], 414 with 6 plates (one fold-out). 8vo. Hardback. Missing pages 19-20, 25-28 and 47-48, all
provided loosely in facsimile. Scattered foxing, o/w. contents in thor. vg. condition. Bookplate of David Smith
(long-term IBRA Secretary and author) to front paste down, and early, neat signature to top of title page. All edges
marbled. More recently handsomely rebound in period style half calf over marbled boards, all in thor. vg.
condition. Harding 176. [55396]
£65.00

32.

Isaac, J. The General Apiarian. Wherein a simple, humane and advantageous method of obtaining the
produce of bees without destroying them, is pointed out in a series of letters to a friend. Fac. Ltd. Ed.

Pub. BBNO. 2013 pp.128 plus 1 plate. 8vo. Hardback. A new copy handsomely bound in green boards with gilt
lettering and illustrations of bees. A facsimile of the now very scarce 2nd Edition (1803). Copy no. 23 of 50.
[45974]
£80.00
“Isaac was Secretary to the Western Apiary Society, founded in 1799, to whom this book is inscribed. Both eds. [first and
second] show a skep on the title page, and have a plate showing a bee house. The 1803 ed. has a description of the hive
invented by Mr. James Roberts of Crediton, Devon, and an illustration of it on p.113” (Harding 156).

33.

[Johnstone, Mrs Christian Isobel]. Scenes of Industry displayed in the Bee-hive and the Ant-hill. 1st. Ed.
Pub. John Harris, Corner of St. Paul’s Church-Yard. [1827] pp.xii, 212 with 4 pages of publisher adverts.
Complete with six Georgian style plates inclusive of frontis. 12mo. Hardback. A little light foxing to text and
plates (some darkening to the borders of plates), o/w. contents very clean, in fine condition. Neat inscription to
half-title dated April 24th 1829. Original quarter-calf leather with printed boards & skep illustration. Spine very
neatly relaid, boards rubbed along edges, o/w. in vg. condition. Bookplate of David Smith (author and long-term
Secretary of IBRA) to front paste-down. Scarce. Harding 203. [54964]
£275.00
A charming book explaining the natural history of bee and ant-hives in a story of two parts. The first tells the story of how a
Hive operates, who does what, when and how. Part two approaches the story of an Ant-hill in very much the same manner.
The charming plates are related to the story of the Hive, each having three distinct illustrations thereby illuminating the text.

34.

Keys, John. A Treatise on the Breeding and Management of Bees. To the greatest adavantage.

Interspersed with Important Observations, adapted to general use. Deduced from a series of
Experiments during thirty years. New Ed. Pub. London, Lackington. 1814 pp.xvi, 272 with two copper
engraved plates. Small 8vo. Hardback. Contents in thor. vg. condition. More recently sympathetically rebound in
dove grey boards to resemble the original binding, all in fine condition. Harding 154. [55407]
£150.00
35.

Millington, R.M. (Translator). The Fourth Georgic of Virgil. Containing An Account of the Treatment of

Bees; The Story of Aristaeus and his Bees; The Episode of Orpheus and Eurydice; and an Article on the
Gladiators. New Re-Written Ed. Pub. Longmans, Green, Reader & Dyer. 1870 pp.viii, 88 with b/w. illus.
throughout. Small 8vo. Hardback. Contents nr. fine. A little wear at rear internal webbing. Orig. gilt decorated,
bevelled green cloth boards in thor. vg. condition. Very scarce. Harding 319. [55401]
£150.00
A charming translation with numerous illustrations from Anthony Rich's "Antiquities". Aristaeus was a minor Greek god, the
son of Apollo and Cyrene, who was patron of many useful rural arts and was credited with first taming bees and keeping them
in hives.

36.

Miner, T.B. The American Bee Keeper’s Manual. Being a Practical Treatise on the History and
Domestic Economy of the Honey-bee. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Wiley, London. 1849 pp.iv, 349 with one page
advert of Miner’s beekeeping supplies. Charming Victorian illustrated frontis., with further vignettes and
illustrations in text. 8vo. Hardback. Contents show some darkening/foxing, largely to blank margins, otherwise in
thor. vg. condition. Early signature of Chas. D.W. Terry to ffep. More recently, very handsomely rebound in halfcalf leather with raised bands, gilt lettering & decoration to spine over marbled boards, all in fine condition. Scarce
first edition. (Harding 266) [53996]
£350.00
‘[The] best all-round American bee-book till then published’ (Walker).

37.

Moubray, Bonington. A Practical Treatise on Breeding, Rearing, and Fattening all Kinds of Domestic

Poultry. Pheasants, Pigeons, and Rabbits; including an interesting account of the Egyptian Method of
hatching eggs by artificial heat, and the Author’s Experiments thereon. Also on the Breeding, Feeding,
and Management of Swine, on Milch Cows for the Family Dairy, and on Bees. 4th. Ed. Pub. Sherwood,
Neely, and Jones. 1822 pp.xii, 312 with hand-coloured frontis. 8vo. Hardback. Some scattered foxing to endpapers and off-setting from frontis., o/w. contents fine. Original boards, showing some wear to front hinge (still
firm), light rubbing along edges and some historic marks. (Harding 190). [50697]
£120.00
Harding et al incorrectly state that Bees are discussed from p.227-312; instead it is p.277-312.

38.

Neighbour, Alfred. The Apiary; or Bees, Beehives and Bee Culture. Being a Familiar Account of the

Habits of Bees and the Most Improved Methods of Management, With Full Directions, Adapted for the
Cottager, Farmer, or Scientific Apiarian. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Kent and Co. 1866 pp.2 leaves, [i]-viii, [xv]-xxiii, [i],
274, plus hand-col. frontis. plate, one uncol. plate, illus. in text and 3-pages of adverts. 8vo. Hardback. Neat
dedication to ffep., and name to rfep. Contents fine. Original gilt decorated green boards in nr. fine condition.
Overall a very pleasing copy. (Harding 307). [55395]
£95.00
'Geo. Neighbour and Sons were considerable appliance dealers' (Harding) and this copy contains a 3-page price list of
Neighbours Bee-hives and bee-keeping equipment.

39.

Nutt, Thomas. Humanity to Honey Bees: or practical directions for the Management of Honey Bees
upon an improved and humane plan. 1st. Ed. Pub. John Leach, Wisbech. 1832 pp.fold-out copper engraved
frontis., [v], iv- xxiii, [1], 240 with 3 further plates and 7 engravings in text. With Errata leaf and typed-notice
from Thomas Nutt reference purchasing his honey, hives and bees. 8vo. Hardback. Neat signature to top of title

page. Very minor amount of foxing to contents, which o/w. are in fine condition. Original brown cloth boards in
thor. vg. condition. A very pleasing copy of the scarce 1st edition. Harding 215. [55400]
£325.00
'Nutt lived as a boy at Wisbech. A draper's assistant of no great schooling, he became interested in bees during a long
convalescence. He asserts that he invented his collateral hive before ever reading a book on bees. He acquired many patrons
and subscribers and made the hive and method very well known.' (Harding).

40.

Payne, J.H. The Bee Keeper’s Guide. Containing Concise Practical Directions for the Management of
Bees, Upon the Depriving System. 4th. Ed. Pub. T. C. Newby. 1851 pp.frontis., xiv, [ii], 118 with 1 further
plate. Small 8vo. Hardback. Handful of small spots, o/w. contents in fine condition. Handsomely bound in
original decorated green cloth boards, all in very pleasing, nr. fine condition. A superb copy. Scarce. Harding 217.
[54670]
£325.00
Final, most comprehensive edition. Concludes with a chapter of key things to do month-by-month.

41.

Pettitt, W.J. The Management of Bees. With a catalogue of Hives and Apiarian Furniture, copiously
illustrated. Copy made by BRA. c.1980 pp.ii, 50 with illustrations throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Two images from
Catalogue not present, o/w. contents fine. Stapled and bound in green cloth. Scarce in any format. Original appears
in Harding as entry number 303. [55572]
£45.00
A copy of the 2nd enlarged edition (published in 1867), made by the Bee Research Association c.1980. ‘Pettitt made and sold
beekeeping equipment in Dover. His equipment was recommended by The Times Bee-master’ (Harding).

42.

Robinson, James F. British Bee-Farming. Its profits and pleasures. Pub. Chapman and Hall. 1887 pp.xiii,
206 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Old bookplate of ‘John Robinson, Civil Engineer’ to front paste-down and signature of
Emily Robinson to title page. Some light marking, mostly to margins of 9 leaves. A thor. vg. hdbk. in original
decorated blue boards. This edition is not in Harding’s bibliography. Scarce. [53171]
£150.00

43.

Robinson, James F. British Bee-Farming. Its Profits and Pleasures. 1st. Ed. Pub. Chapman and Hall. 1880
pp.xiii, 206 with b/w. illus., plus 32 page publisher's catalogue.8vo. Hardback. Contents in vg. condition. Original
illus green cloth boards showing a little wear on corners, o/w. in vg. condition. Harding 353. [55246]
£90.00
A very interesting work. Practical, with sections dedicated to at least 9 different types of Hive (e.g. Pettitt’s Cottage Hive, the
Narbonne Hive and Neighbour’s Glass Woodbury Hives), a study of the Honeybee, including a section considering
superstitious notions about Honeybees and concludes with a month by month ‘Bee-Farmer’s Calendar’ of things to do.

44.

Taylor, Henry. The Bee-keeper’s Manual. Or practical hints on the management and complete

preservation of the honey-bee; with a description of the most approved hives, and other appurtenances
of the apiary. 6th. Ed. Pub. Groombridge. 1860 pp.xiv, 224 with illus. frontis, and many charming, period b/w.
illus. 8vo. Small address label. A vg. hdbk., in illus. blue cloth boards. (Harding 227).

[52262]

£55.00

Entertaining and informative. This work came in seven different editions and formats, making them very interesting to collect.

45.

[Wakefield, Priscilla]. Letters on Entomology. Intended for the amusement and instruction of Young
Persons, and to facilitate their acquiring a knowledge of the natural history of insects.. 1st. Ed. Pub. Geo.
B. Whittaker. 1825 pp.[viii], 160 with 3 hand-coloured plates. Small 8vo. Hardback. Neat dedication to ffep.
Scattered foxing, o/w. contents thor. vg. Original half leather over marbled boards in vg. plus condition. Harding
198. [55405]
£125.00
Pages 58 to 75 are dedicated to bees and beekeeping. Priscilla Wakefield (1750-1832) was an English Quaker, philanthropist
and author who thought "Of all the associations of insects, there are none that have more excited the attention and admiration
of mankind, in every age, than the colonies of the hive bees.".

46.

White, William. A Complete Guide to the Mystery and Management of Bees. Ltd. Ed. Fac. Rep. Pub.
NBB. 1977 pp.viii, 2 leaves, 14-75. Small 8vo. A fine hardback, hand-bound in maroon cloth boards with gilt
decoration and signed by the binder. No. 111 of a limited edition of 250. Facsimile of the 1852 edition. Scarce.
[55199]
£65.00
This fascinating work by William White was first published in 1771. Just over 80 years later in 1852, another edition was
published to which was added the seven page ‘A practical monthly bee calendar’ by James Beesley of Banbury.

47.

Wighton, John. The History and Management of Bees, with notice of a newly-constructed hive by the
author.....gardener to Lord Stafford. 1st. Ed. Pub. Longman & Co., London & Bacon, Kinnebrook & Bacon,
Norwich. 1842 pp. illus. frontis., title page, preface, xii, 103 with 3 further illus. and Subscribers list in text. 8vo.
Hardback. Neat, period signature of ‘R. Hogarth’ to ffep. Contents in thor. vg. condition. Original binding, with
beautiful blind-tooled decoration and gilt lettering to front board, in thor. vg. condition. A very pleasing copy of
this decidedly scarce work. [53324]
£875.00
Wighton kept bees and wrote this book based on his experiences and knowledge of beekeeping. Subscribers listed in this work
numbered 181 in total. They included the gardeners of some of the great houses of the period, and perhaps most interestingly, a
number of highly respected beekeepers, the likes of Rev. Charles Cotton and J.H Payne. The frontispiece illustration show the
‘Improved Polish Hive’.

Books published between 1901 & 1999
48.

29. Butler, Colin G. The World of the Honeybee. The New Naturalist. 1st. Ed. Pub. Collins. 1954 pp.xiv,
226 with b/w. photos. 8vo. Bookplate. Some scattered foxing to fore-edge of text block. A thor. vg. hdbk. in vg.
dw. Price clipped. [53187]
£50.00

49.

Adam, Brother. Bee-Keeping at Buckfast Abbey. Rep. Pub. Northern Bee Books. 1987 pp. 122 with figs. A
new softback. [48600]
£11.50

50.

Adam, Brother. Bee-keeping at Buckfast Abbey. With a Section on Meadmaking. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. British
Bee Publications. 1977 pp.86 with b/w. photos. 8vo. A fine hardback. Signed by Brother Adam to ffep., dated
March 1978. A superb copy. [55180]
£37.50

51.

Adam, Brother. Breeding the Honeybee. A contribution to the science of beebreeding. 1st. English Ed.
Pub. Northern Bee Books. 1987 pp.118 with b/w. photos. and text figs. 8vo. A fine hardback in fine dw. A superb
copy. [55243]
£45.00

52.

Adam, Brother. In Search of the Best Strains of Bees. And the Results of the Evaluation of the Crosses
and Races. 2nd. Ed. Pub. NBB / Dadant & Sons. 1983 pp.206 with colour photo. frontis. and b/w. photos. 8vo. A
very nr. fine hardback. [55158]
£28.00

53.

Adam, Brother. In Search of the Best Strains of Bees. 1st. Eng. Ed. Pub. Verlag 1968 pp.128 with b/w.
photos. 8vo. Nr. fine softback. A very pleasing copy indeed. [55377]
£40.00
A mine of information for every beekeeper interested in bee breeding, and a fascinating account of the travels of this very
highly thought of bee breeder.

54.

Aebi, Ormond & Harry. Mastering the Art of Beekeeping. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Prism Press. 1982 Two volume set.
8vo. Fine hardbacks in nr. fine dws. A very pleasing set. [55262]
£35.00

55.

Atkins, E.W. & Hawkins, K. How to Succeed with Bees. More than 190 Successful Plans to Produce Big
Crops of Honey. 5th. Ed. Pub. The Authors. 1930 pp.96 with b/w. photos., and illus. Large 8vo. A vg. softback.
[55379]
£18.00

56.

Bailey, Leslie. Infectious Diseases of the Honey-Bee. 1st. Ed. Pub. Land Books. 1963 pp.175 with b/w.
photos. and illus. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. [55177]
£28.00

57.

Betts, Annie D. (Ed.). The Bee World. An international Monthly Journal devoted to the Progressive
interests of Modern Bee Culture. Vols. XXI to XXIII. 1st. Ed. Pub. Apis Club. 1940-1942 All monthly parts
for the 3 years from January 1940 to December 1942 incl., with index for each year. 4to. Bound in one hardback
volume. Contents fine. Boards very nr. fine. Scarce. [55562]
£75.00
A facsinating insight into beekeeping around the globe during the first years of World War Two.

58.

Brown, R.H. One Thousand Years of Devon Beekeeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. Devon Beekeepers Association.
1975 pp.65 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A good to vg. softback. [55167]
£7.50
With a foreward by Brother Adam, this book traces beekeeping in Devon back to 800AD; bringing it up to date (the time of
publication) with a look at Buckfast Abbey Bees and other Devon Beekeepers.

59.

Brown, Ron. Beeswax. 1st. Ed. Pub. BBNO. 1981 pp.74 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A fine softback.
[55190]
£10.00

60.

Brown, Ron. Great Masters of Beekeeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bee Books New & Old. 1994 pp.110 with b/w.
photos. 8vo. A fine hdbk. in fine dw. [55202]
£25.00
A fascinating, easily dipped into book which considers 33 great bee-masters beginning with Rev. Charles Butler in the 16th
century through to Brother Adam.

61.

Cook, A.J. The Bee-Keeper’s Guide, or Manual of the Apiary. 18th. Rev. Enl. Ed. 20th. Thou. Pub. George
W. York. 1904 pp.xi, 543 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Hardback. Neat ownership inscriptions to ffep, o/w. contents in fine
condition. Original boards in thor. vg. condition. [55144]
£50.00

62.

Cotton, William Charles. My Bee Book. Facs. Ed. Pub. Kingsmead. 1970 pp.lii, 56-402 with b/w. woodcut
illus. 8vo. Hardback. Small neat stamp to ffep. Old mottling to boards and dw. A good to vg. copy in good dw.
[55259]
£9.00
A facsimile of Cotton’s highly desirable book published in 1842.

63.

Cotton, William Charles. My Bee Book. Facs. Ed. Pub. Kingsmead. 1970 pp.lii, 56-402 with b/w. woodcut
illus. 8vo. A fine hardback in nr. fine dw., with one small closed tear, neatly repaired out-of-sight on underside.
[55260]
£18.00
A facsimile of Cotton’s highly desirable book published in 1842.

64.

Cowan, T.W. British Bee-keeper’s Guide Book. To the Management of Bees in Movable-comb Hives,
and the Use of Modern Bee-Appliances. 20th. Ed. 75th Thou. Pub. British Bee Journal. 1911 pp.viii, 226
with many b/w. photos. and illus., plus 12 pages of adverts. Small 8vo. Hardback. Very minor foxing, o/w.
contents fine. Original illus. red cloth boards in thor. vg. condition. Harding 356. [55147]
£40.00
A nice copy of the Coronation Edition.

65.

Cowan, T.W. The Queen Bee (Apis Mellifica). A popular illustrated record of British bee life, with
dissectible model embracing both external and internal parts. 1st. Ed. Pub. The British Bee Journal [1910]
pp.16 with many b/w. illus. and a colour “dissectible model” (using coloured overlays). 4to. Contents in nr. fine
condition. Original illus. hardcovers, neatly repaired on spine, showing some wear in places. Scarce. Harding 449.
[55207]
£60.00
Detailed anatomical drawings sit alongside a “....dissectible model embracing both External and Internal Parts. Reproduced
in natural colours on super-imposed plates, with explanatory notes.” The model is still in superb condition.

66.

Cowan, T.W. Wax Craft. All About Beeswax: Its History, Production, Adulteration, and Commercial
Value. 1st. Ed. Pub. Sampson Low, Marston & Co. and British Bee Journal . 1908 pp.172 with b/w. plates and
illus. 8vo. Signatures to ffep. Contents fine. Rebound in 1967 in red cloth. Spine sunned, o/w., a vg. hardback.
[55253]
£18.00

67.

Cowan, T.W. Wax Craft. All About Beeswax: Its History, Production, Adulteration, and Commercial
Value. 1st. Ed. Pub. Sampson Low, Marston & Co. and British Bee Journal . 1908 pp.172 with b/w. plates and
illus., with Errata plus 4 pages of adverts. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Armorial bookplate. Neat name and address (dated
1909). Decorative endpapers.A thor. vg. copy in original cloth boards in nr. fine condition. [55254]
£24.00

68.

Cowan, Thomas W. The Bee-keepers’ Record. A monthly Journal devoted to practical bee-keeping.
Volumes XXVII to XXIX. 1st. Ed. Pub. 1st. Ed. Pub. Simpkin, Marshall, Hamilton, Kent. 1909-1911 Three
volumes with photographs and illus. Small 4to. Each with full year index. Ex-lib. Contents in fine condition. Full
morocco leather in very good plus condition, being lightly rubbed and marked. A very pleasing run. [55763]
£125.00

69.

Crane, E. & Walker, P. Pollination Directory for World Crops. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 1984 pp.183. Large 8vo.
Dedication reading 'Love from Penny' by Penelope Walker. Thor. vg. softback. [55230]
£12.50

70.

Crane, E. & Walker, P. Pollination Directory for World Crops. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 1984 pp.183. Large 8vo.
New softback. [55352]
£15.00
A valuable reference for beekeepers, cultivators and agronomists. The directory concentrates primarily on plants in cultivation
for crop production. Full descriptions of the plants and their pollinators, with a focus on honeybees, are provided.

71.

Crane, Eva. The Archaeology of Beekeeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. Duckworth. 1983 pp.360 with b/w. photos. and
illus. 8vo. Hardback. Signed by Eva Crane (dated October 1983) to ffep. A fine hardback in vg. dw., sun-faded to
front. [55157]
£115.00
A wonderful work. The first book to explore the rich heritage of beekeeping archaeology, with over 250 photographs and
contemporary drawings illustrating the diversity of honey hunting and beekeeping techniques throughout the world since the
Stone Age.

72.

Crane, Eva. A Book of Honey. 1st. Ed. Pub. Oxford Uni. Press. 1980 pp.193 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Nr. fine
softback. [55412]
£50.00
Recommended.

73.

Crane, Eva. Making a Bee-line. My Journeys in Sixty Countries, 1949-2000. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 2003
pp.viii, 327 with colour photos. Royal 8vo. A new softback. [54423]
£12.00
A fascinating insight into Eva Crane’s life. Eva was Director of the International Bee Research Association from 1949-83 and
her many books on Beekeeping and honey are very highly respected world wide.

74.

Crane, Eva. The Rock Art of Honey Hunters. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 2001 pp.106 with numerous b/w. photos.,
and illus. 8vo. A new softback. [54422]
£10.00
Based on 380 rock art sites in four continents. Demonstrates how early man harvested honey from bees’ nests and how he
visualised the structure of the nest.

75.

Crane, Eva. (Ed.). Honey. A Comprehensive Survey. 1st. Ed. Pub. Heinemann and IBRA. 1975 pp.xvi, 608
with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. With original pre-publication flyer loosely inserted. A fine hardback in fine dw.
[55704]
£175.00
A comprehensive and authoritative guide to all aspects of honey. Contains sections on Honey Production; Characteristics of
Honey; Preparation of Honey for Market; Honey as a Commercial Product and Other Aspects of Honey.

76.

Crane, Eva et al. Directory of Important World Honey Sources. Rep. Pub. IBRA. 2018 pp.384. 8vo. A new
softback. [54421]
£35.00
Identifies 467 plants as major sources of honey. Details are given of each plant, its economic uses, flowering period and the
physical properties of the honey derived from each plant.

77.

Crane, Eva (et al). Directory of Important World Honey Sources. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 1984 pp.384. Large
8vo. With neat dedication from Penelope Walker, one of the authors, dated August 1984, to half-title. Thor. vg.
softback. [55165]
£35.00
Identifies 467 plants as major sources of honey. Details are given of each plant, its economic uses, flowering period and the
physical properties of the honey derived.

78.

Crane, Eva & Walker, Penelope. The Impact of Pest Management on Bees and Pollination. 1st. Ed. Pub.
IBRA. 1983 pp.ix,129, 73, 9. 4to. Softback. Signed on title page by Eva Crane and Penelope Walker & with
dedication from Penelope Walker to her father. Publisher’s review request stapled to half-title. Covers lightly
creased, o/w. a thor. vg. softback. [55164]
£25.00
An authoritative assessment of the hazards posed by toxic chemical pesticides to bees and crop pollination, especially in
tropical and sub-tropical countries.

79.

Dade, H.A. Anatomy and Dissection of the Honeybee. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bee Research Association. 1962 pp.xi,
158 with many b/w. illus within text and 20 fold-out-plates at rear. 8vo. Errata slip loosely inserted. A fine
hardback in nr. fine dw. [55176]
£40.00
The preferred edition with fold-out plates, which makes use of the book much easier.

80.

Davis, George. Beekeeping in the Swarming Season. Rev. Ed. Pub. Privately. 1980 pp.53 with b/w. photos
and figs. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. Long out-of-print. Scarce. [55380]
£15.00

81.

Edwardes, Tickner. The Bee Master of Warrilow. 2nd. New Enl. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1920 pp.219 with b/w.
photos., plus 31 page publisher's catalogue. 8vo. A fine hardback in vg. dw. Copies with dustwrappers are scarce.
[55252]
£50.00

82.

Edwardes, Tickner. Bee-keeping for All. A manual of honey-craft. 6th. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1941 pp.xii, 221
with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Hardback. Signature dated 1945 and some brief notes on the densities of sugar
solutions to p.216. Orig. cloth boards lightly marked and spine gently sunned, o/w. a thor. vg. copy. [55159]
£10.00

83.

Edwardes, Tickner. The Lore of the Honey-Bee. 7th. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1916 pp.xix, 196 with 8 page
publisher's catalogue. Small 8vo. Bookplate and b/w. bee photo. to front pastedown. A vg. hardback. [55187]
£8.00

84.

Edwardes, Tickner. The Lore of the Honey-Bee. 3rd. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1909 pp.xxiii, 281 with b/w.
photographic plates plus 31 page publisher's catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Neat signature (dated 1910) to ffep.
Scattered foxing in text. Original blue cloth boards in vg. condition. [55247]
£15.00

85.

Edwardes, Tickner. The Lore of the Honey-Bee. 1st. Ed. Pub. Methuen. 1908 pp.xxiii, 281 with b/w.
photographic plates plus 40 page publisher's catalogue. 8vo. Hardback. Neat signature to ffep. Contents very clean.
Internal hinges show a little wear. Original blue cloth boards lightly bumped in good to vg. condition.
[55248]
£22.00

86.

Fraser, H.M. Anton Janscha on the Swarming of Bees. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Apis Club. [1951] pp.28 with b/w.
illus. 8vo. A fine softback. A photocopy of lecture notes entitled “The Bee Ceorl and his Environment” given by
Fraser in 1955 loosely enclosed. [55195]
£15.00

87.

Fraser, H.M. Beekeeping in Antiquity. 2nd. Ed. Pub. University of London. 1951 pp.xi, 145 with b/w. photos.
Small 8vo. Hardback. Neat label of Bee Research Association to front of dw., which has been reinforced in places
with clear acid-free tape. Overall, a nr. fine hardback in vg. dw. Harding 633. [55378]
£28.00
A systematic account of beekeeping from pre-classical days and a brief history of the practice in the Middle Ages.

88.

Fraser, H.M. History of Beekeeping in Britain. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.R.A. 1958 pp.106 with b/w. photographic
plates. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in orig. green boards. Harding 635. [55186]
£38.00

Traces beekeeping in Britain from before the Norman Conquest through to c.1900.

89.

Fraser, H.M. Two Lectures by Dr. H.M. Fraser: ‘Anton Janscha’ and ‘The Bee Ceorl and his
Environment’. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Central Assoc. of Bee-Keepers. 1955 pp.[8] with b/w. illus. 8vo. Faint foxing to
back cover, o/w. a fine softback. Scarce. [55196]
£7.00

90.

Free, John B. The Social Organization of Honeybees. Studies in Biology No. 81. 1st. Ed. Pub. Edward
Arnold. 1977 pp.66 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A fine softback. Signed by the author to title page. [55204]
£12.50
An objective, concise and readable account of the social organisation of the honeybee colony.

91.

Galton, D. Survey of a Thousand Years of Beekeeping in Russia. 1st. Ed. Pub. LBRA. 1971 pp.90 with
b/w. photos. 8vo. Bookplate. A thor. vg. softback. [55217]
£20.00

92.

Geary, H. Profitable Bee-Keeping. For small-holders and others. 5th. New Rev. Ed. Pub. C. Arthur Pearson
1923 pp.126 with b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Softback. A vg. copy in original illus. covers. [55232]
£15.00

93.

Geary, H. Profitable Bee-Keeping. For small-holders and others. 1st. Ed. Pub. C. Arthur Pearson 1911
pp.124 with b/w. photos., and illus., plus 4 pages of contemporary adverts. Small 8vo. Hardback. Contents vg.
Front cover disbound, lacks rear cover. Scarce first edition. [55370]
£7.00
The “Smallholder”Library No. 1.

94.

Hamilton, W. The Art of Bee-Keeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Herald Printing Works. 1945 pp.182 with b/w.
photos. and figs. 8vo. Bookplate. A thor. vg. hardback. [55206]
£9.00
The result of forty years of keeping bees, experimenting with them and lecturing about them.

95.

Hayes, George. Nectar Producing Plants and their Pollen. With Directions for the Separation,

Examination, and Photographing of Pollen Grains from Honey. Also Drawings of Pollen Grains from
Foreign Honeys. 1st. Ed. Pub. British Bee Journal. 1925 pp.110 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A thor. vg. softback.
[55233]

£15.00

96.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. (Ed.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume LIX (January December 1931).. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1931 pp.612 with b/w. photos and figs. Large 8vo. Hardback. Contents
fine. Bound in original red cloth in vg. condition. [55382]
£30.00

97.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. (Ed.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume LXI (January December 1933). 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1933 pp.viii, 604 with b/w. photos and other figs. Large 8vo. Hardback.
Contents fine. Bound in original red cloth in vg. condition. [55383]
£30.00

98.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. (Ed.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume LXII (January December 1934). 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1934 pp.616, viii with b/w. photos and figs. Large 8vo. Hardback.
Contents fine. Bound in original red cloth in vg. condition. [55384]
£30.00

99.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. (Ed.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume LXIII (January December 1935). 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1935 pp.612, viii with b/w. photos and figs. Large 8vo. Hardback.
Contents fine. Bound in original red cloth in vg. condition. [55385]
£30.00

100.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. (Ed.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume LXIV (January December 1936).. 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1936 pp.636, with b/w. photos and figs. Large 8vo. Hardback. Contents
fine. Bound in original red cloth in nr. fine condition. [55386]
£35.00

101.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. (Ed.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume LXVIII (January
- December 1940). 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1940 pp.444, iv with b/w. photos and figs. Large 8vo. Hardback.
Contents fine. Bound in original red cloth in vg. condition [55387]
£30.00

102.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. (Ed.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume LXXIII (January
- December 1945). 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1945 pp.iv, 348, with b/w. photos and figs. Large 8vo. Hardback.
Contents fine. Bound in original red cloth in nr. fine condition. [55388]
£75.00

103.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. (Eds.). The British Bee Journal And Bee-keepers’ Adviser. Vol. LXXII, Jan. - Dec.
1944. 1st. Ed. Pub. BBJ. 1944 pp.iv, 344 with b/w. photos. throughout. 8vo. Contents in fine condition. Blue
cloth boards in nr. fine condition.. [55231]
£80.00

104.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. & Tonsley, C.C. (Eds.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume
LXXVIII (January - December 1950). 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1950 pp.xi, 940 with b/w. photos and figs. 8vo.

Hardback. Signatures of both editors to rfep. Contents fine. Bound in original red cloth in fine condition, very
gently sunned on spine. [55389]
£35.00
105.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. & Tonsley, C.C. (Eds.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume
LXXIX (January - December 1951). 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1951 pp.xi, 924 with b/w. photos and figs. 8vo.
Hardback. With dedication signed by C.C. Tonsley. Contents fine. Bound in original red cloth in fine condition,
very gently sunned on spine. [55390]
£35.00

106.

Herrod-Hempsall, J. & Tonsley, C.C. (Eds.). The British Bee Journal and Bee-Keepers’ Adviser. Volume
LXXX (January - December 1952). 1st. Ed. Pub. B.B.J. 1952 pp.xi, 823 with b/w. photos and figs. 8vo.
Hardback. Contents fine. Bound in original red cloth in fine condition, very gently sunned on spine. [55391]
£30.00

107.

Herrod-Hempsall, W. Bee-Keeping. New and Old. Described with pen and camera. 1st. Ed. Pub. British Bee
Journal. 1930-37 Two volume set. Crown 4to. Hardbacks. Original boards, with spines professionally relaid on
both volume, all in thor. vg. condition. Contents in fine condition. With author’s signature to ffep which reads ‘W.
Herrod-Hempsall, December 8th 1932’. A thor. vg. set. (Harding 658). [50781]
£300.00
Volume two is particularly hard to find and this work is still very much sought after for its content. A seven year gap in
publication between the two volumes is the reason that the cloth used to bind the work is a different shade of green.

108.

Herrod-Hempsall, W. Bee-Keeping. New and Old. Described with pen and camera. 1st. Ed. Pub. British
Bee Journal. 1930-37 Two volume set. Crown 4to. Hardbacks. Both volumes with author’s signature to ffep
which reads ‘W. Herrod-Hempsall, June 28th 1940’. In Vol. I, the cords are a little stretched in places internally, a
few sections have been reinforced with sellotape, o/w. contents in fine condition. Original decorated green cloth
boards, gently rubbed and bumped, o/w in thor. vg condition. (Harding 658). [55222]
£175.00
Still very much sought after for its vast content.

109.

Hodges, Dorothy. Pollen and the Honey Bee. 1st. Ed. Pub. The Central Association of Bee-keepers. 1972
pp.11 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Address stamp on front cover. A nr. fine softback. [53509]
£15.00
A lecture given at the Leamington Conference 1st October, 1971.

110.

Howes, F.N. Plants and Beekeeping. An account of those plants, wild and cultivated, of value to the hive
bee, and for honey production in the British Isles. 1st. Ed. 2nd. Imp. Pub. Faber and Faber. 1946 pp.224
with b/w. photos. 8vo. With letter from author (dated 4th Nov. 1947) to rear paste-down. Bookplate, ownership
stamp. Inscription from F.N. Howes (dated 4th Nov. 1937) to ffep. A thor. vg. hdbk. in original green cloth boards.
[53160]
£40.00

111.

Jenkins, G. Queen Raising the Jenkins Way. 1st. Ed. Pub. BIBBA. 1984 pp.24 with b/w. photos. and other
figs. 8vo. A fine softback. [55191]
£12.00
Practical and well illustrated.

112.

Jones, Prof. C. Bryner. (Ed.). Live Stock of the Farm. Volume VI. Bees: Goats: Dogs: Ferrets: Asses and
Mules. 1st. Ed. Pub. Gresham Publishing. [c.1918] pp.viii, 199 with b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Hardback. Faint
scattered foxing to edges of text block o/w. contents in fine condition. Original blind-tooled cloth boards in vg.
condition. Not in Harding. [55145]
£28.00
The chapter on “Bees and their Management” was written by W. Herrod-Hempsall.

113.

Laidlaw, H.H. & Eckert, J.E. Queen Rearing. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dadant & Sons. 1950 pp.147 with many b/w.
photos and figs. 8vo. Neat signature to ffep. A thor, vg. hardback. [55239]
£18.00

114.

Laidlaw, H.H. & Eckert, J.E. Queen Rearing. 1st. Ed. Pub. Dadant & Sons. 1950 pp.147 with many b/w.
photos and figs. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback. [55240]
£20.00

115.

Langstroth, L.L. (Rev. by Dadant, Charles). Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee. Revised Chas.
Dadant. 20th. Century Ed. Pub. Dadant & Sons. 1907 pp.ix, 575 with numerous b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo.
Contents fine. A little spine-lean. Original boards in vg. condition. [55200]
£45.00

116.

Langstroth, L.L. (Rev. by Dadant, Charles). Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee. Revised Chas.
Dadant. 20th. Century Ed. Pub. Dadant & Sons. 1918 pp.ix, 575 with numerous b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo.
Contents fine. Minor foxing to edges of text block. A little spine-lean. Original boards a little darkened on spine,
o/w. in thor. vg. condition. [55374]
£45.00

117.

Le Sage, D.E. Bees in Indo-European Languages.
[55559]

Rep. Pub. BRA. 1974

pp.18. 8vo. Fine softback.
£6.00

A comparative and historical study of terms in a wide range of languages that denote a few of the most basic concepts
connected with the world of bees: swarm, hive, the bee itself, and drone.

118.

Lindauer, Martin. Communication Among Social Bees. Harvard Books in Biology, Number 2. 1st. Ed.
Pub. Harvard. 1961 pp.ix, 143 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in vg. dw. [55381]
£30.00

119.

Mace, Herbert. Bee Matters and Beemasters. 1st. Ed. Pub. Beekeeping Annual Office. [1930] pp.144, with
frontis., b/w. photos. and figs. in text. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. A very pleasing copy. Harding 701.
[55152]
£25.00
As well as touching on beekeeping practices this book also considers people like Huber, bee masters of the time and quite a
detailed section of over 20 pages of text dedicated to who’s who in beekeeping.

120.

Mace, Herbert. Bee Matters and Beemasters. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Beekeeping Annual Office. [1931] pp.152, with
frontis., b/w. photos. and figs. in text. 8vo. Hardback. Neat signature. A thor. vg. hardback. Harding 701.
[55178]
£12.00
As well as touching on beekeeping practices this book also considers people like Huber, bee masters of the time and quite a
detailed section of over 20 pages of text dedicated to who’s who in beekeeping.

121.

MAFF. Collected Leaflets on Bee Keeping. 2nd. Ed. Pub. HMSO. 1924 pp.48 with photographs and illus.
8vo. VG. softback. [55759]
£12.50
Considers getting started, the hive, obtaining strong colonies, harvesting hive products and diseases.

122.

Manley, R.O.B. Bee-keeping in Britain. 1st. Ed. Pub. Faber and Faber. 1948 pp.439 with colour frontis., and
b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Hardback. With Publisher's errata slip. A vg. copy. [55375]
£35.00
A classic work and still much sought-after. With a chapter dedicated to hives, frames and supers.

123.

Manley, R.O.B. Bee-keeping in Britain. 1st. Ed. Pub. Faber and Faber. 1948 pp.439 with colour frontis., and
b/w. photos., and illus. 8vo. Signature to ffep. A thor. vg. hardback in good dw. with some loss and repair.
Unusual to find in dustwrapper. [55376]
£45.00

124.

Manley, R.O.B. Honey Farming. Pub. NBB. 1985 pp.293 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Softback. Nr. fine.
[55556]
£12.50
Chronicles the personal experiences of the author with bee-farming and honey production.

125.

Manley, R.O.B. Honey Production in the British Isles. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bradley and Son Ltd. 1936 pp.343 with
photographic frontis., further photos., and Errata slip. 8vo. Hardback. Light foxing mainly affecting first and last
few pages, o/w. contents fine. Original duck egg blue cloth boards with lettering in black to front board and spine,
which is gently darkened. Overall in thor. vg. condition. A very nice copy of the scarce first edition. Harding 713.
[55181]
£100.00

126.

Manley, R.O.B. Honey Production in the British Isles. New. Ed. Pub. Faber. 1946 pp.328 with b/w. photos.
8vo. Neat signature to ffep. A thor. vg. hardback. [55183]
£30.00

127.

Matheson, Andrew. et al. (Eds.). The Conservation of Bees. 1st. Ed. Pub. Academic Press. 1996 pp.viii, 254
with b/w. photos. and illus. 4to. A fine hdbk. in fine dw. Out-of-print. Scarce. [50535]
£85.00
Focuses on a number of important topics in bee biology and conservation in the temperate regions of four continents. The
varieties of habitats needed for bees to thrive, the essential links and interactions between bees and many plant species, and the
state of bee biodiversity and conservation are all dealt with.

128.

Mesquida, J. Elements of genetics with special reference to the Bee. Eng. Ed. Pub. BIBBA. 1986 pp.101
with text figs. and graphs. 4to. A new softback. [54445]
£12.50
Jacques Mesquida has managed to write a book on a difficult and complex subject with remarkable clarity and simplicity,
aided by a wealth of diagrams and a comprehensive glossary.

129.

Morse, R. and Flottum, K. Honey Bee Pests, Predators, & Diseases. 3rd. Ed. Pub. A.I. Root Co. 1997
pp.718 with b/w. photographs and other text figs. throughout. 8vo. Hardback. Small address label o/w. as new.
[47034]
£30.00
Covers all aspects of honey bee pests with chapters on Viruses; Bacteria; Fungi; Nematodes; Insects; Spiders and
Pseudoscorpions; Mites; Birds; Mammals; Poisoning by Plants and much more.

130.

Morse, R. and Hooper, T. (Ed.). The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Beekeeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. Blandford Press.
1985 pp.432 with colour and b/w. photos. and illus. 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw., gently faded on spine.
[55208]
£70.00
A definitive and much sought after work.

131.

Morse, R. and Hooper, T. (Ed.). The Illustrated Encyclopedia of Beekeeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. Blandford Press.
1985 pp.432 with colour and b/w. photos. and illus. 4to. A fine hardback in fine dw. A superb copy. [55241]
£90.00
A definitive and much sought after work.

132.

Naile, Florence. America’s Master of Bee Culture. The Life of L.L. Langstroth. 1st. Ed. Reissue Pub.
Cornell Uni. Press. 1976 pp.215 with b/w. frontis. 8vo. A fine hardback in very nr. fine dw. [54684]
£30.00
An American apiarist, clergyman and teacher, L.L. Langstroth (1810-95) created the modern-day Langstroth hive and is
considered to be the father of American beekeeping.

133.

Nobbs, Rev. E. Make Your Own Skep. And Revive a Lost Art. Pub. Central Assoc. Bee. 1969 pp.22 with
photographs and line drawings. 8vo. Fine softback. [55560]
£10.00

134.

O’Toole, C. & Raw, A. Bees of the World. 1st. Ed. Pub. Blandford. 1991 pp.192 with colour photos., and b/w.
illus. 8vo. A nr. fine hardback in nr. fine dw. Signed to half-title by Chris O’Toole. [55214]
£20.00
An excellent reference, superbly illustrated.

135.

Pellett, Frank C. (Davis, K.C. (Ed.)). Productive Bee-Keeping. Modern Methods of Production and
Marketing of Honey. 4th. Ed. Rev. Pub. Lippincott. 1928 pp.xiv, ixa, 302 with colour frontis., b/w. photos. and
illus. throughout text. 8vo. Nr. fine hardback in orig. decorated boards. [55372]
£18.00

136.

Ransome, H.M. The Sacred Bee. In Ancient Times and Folklore. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. BBNO. 1986 pp.308
with b/w. photos and illus. 8vo. Lightly dust-marked top-edge of text block, o/w. a fine hardback in fine dw.
[55219]
£25.00
Not concerned with practical beekeeping, this book focuses on the sacredness of the bee. It considers beekeeping through the
ages and from around the world. We are told of the myths and superstitions connected with the Bee which are found in the
folk-lore of many nations.

137.

Ribbands, C. R. The Behaviour and Social Life of Honeybees. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bee Research Association.
1953 pp.352 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Bookplate. Fine hardback in thor. vg. dw. [55192]
£30.00
Recommended.

138.

Ribbands, C. R. The Behaviour and Social Life of Honeybees. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bee Research Association.
1953 pp.352 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Neat bookplate to ffep. A vg. hardback. [55198]
£15.00

139.

Root, A.I. and Morse, R.A. (Ed.). The ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture. An encyclopedia pertaining to the
scientific and practical culture of honey bees. 40th. Ed. 2nd. Pr. Pub. A.I. Root. 1990 pp.v, 516 with many
b/w. photos., and figs. 8vo. A fine hardback. [55213]
£30.00

140.

Root, A.I. and Root, E.R. The ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture. A Cyclopaedia of Everything Pertaining to

the Care of the Honey-Bee; Bees, Hives, Honey, Implements, Honey Plants, etc. Facts Gleaned from the
Experience of Thousands of Beekeepers and Verified in the Authors’ Apiary. 186th. Thou. Pub. A. I. Root.
1920 pp.856 with many b/w. photos and figs. Royal 8vo. Hardback. Contents in thor. vg. condition. Hinges neatly
reinforced internally and externally with clear tape, o/w. original decorated brown cloth boards in vg. condition.
[55234]
£15.00
141.

Root, A.I. and Root, E.R. The ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture. A Cyclopedia of Everything Pertaining to

the Care of the Honeybee; Bees, Hives, Honey, Implements, Honey Plants etc. Facts Gleaned from the
Experience of Thousands of Beekeepers and Verified in the Authors’ Apiary. 186th. Thou. Pub. A.I. Root.
1920 pp.856 with b/w. photos and text figs., throughout. Hardback. Contents in thor. vg. condition. Orig.
decorated green cloth boards in good to vg. condition. [55235]
£25.00
142.

Root, A.I. and Root, E.R. The ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture. An Encyclopedia of Everything Pertaining
to Scientific and Practical Culture of Bees. 240th. Thou. Pub. A.I. Root. 1940 pp.813 with b/w. photos and
text figs., throughout. Hardback. Period stamp of 'D.A Jarvis, Hive & Appliance Maker, Romford, Essex'. A nr.
fine, very pleasing copy. [55236]
£35.00

143.

Root, A.I. et al. The ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture. An encyclopedia pertaining to scientific and practical
culture of Bees. Pub. A.I. Root. 1978 pp.712, xi with numerous b/w. photos., and figs. 8vo. Edges of text block
lightly speckled, o/w. a fine hardback. [55194]
£25.00

144.

Root, E.R. Gleanings in Bee Culture. January 1917 to December 1917 (incl). 1st. Ed. Pub. Root. 1917 All
twelve monthly parts with adverts bound in one volume. Photographs throughout. Large 8vo. Hardback. Contents
in nr. fine condition. Sturdily bound in contemporary red cloth boards, showing some wear on corners. [55575]
£35.00

Recommended. A treasure trove of period bee and beekeeping information in this important American Beekeeping Journal,
including such regular articles as ‘Conversations with Doolittle’.

145.

Root, E.R. Gleanings in Bee Culture. January 1912 to December 1915 (incl). 1st. Ed. Pub. Root. 1917 All
fortnightly parts with adverts bound in four matching volumes. Photographs throughout. With full indexes. Large
8vo. Hardback. Ex-lib. Contents in fine condition. Bound in full leather with gilt lettering to spine, all in thor. vg.
condition, being lightly marked and rubbed. [55702]
£140.00
Recommended. With nearly 3,800 pages of content across the 4 volumes, this is a treasure trove of period bee and beekeeping
information in this important American Beekeeping Journal.

146.

Root, E.R. and Deyell, M.J. Gleanings in Bee Culture. Jan. to Dec. 1945. 1st. Ed. Pub. Root. 1945 12
monthly parts bound into one volume. Photographs throughout. 8vo. Hardback. A vg. copy in green cloth boards.
[55705]
£35.00
A fascinating snapshot of all aspects of bee-keeping and honey processing.

147.

Ruttner, F. Breeding Techniques and Selection for Breeding of the Honeybee. 6th Ed. Pub. BIBBA. 1988
pp.152 with figs. in text. A thor. vg. Softback. Out-of-print. Scarce. [55813]
£45.00
This book is still very much in demand and the techniques are used around the world. Recommended.

148.

Sandeman Allen, A.L. Bee-Keeping with Twenty Hives. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bee Craft. 1952 pp.126 with b/w.
plates and other text figs. Small 8vo. Orig. red cloth boards. Nr. fine hardback. [55168]
£8.00

149.

Sandeman Allen, A.L. Bee-Keeping with Twenty Hives. 1st. Ed. Pub. Bee Craft. 1952 pp.126 with b/w.
plates and other text figs. Small 8vo. Hardback. Fine hardback in dw., with loss along spine and corners. Hard to
find with dustwrapper in any condition. [55169]
£12.00
A fascinating account of this Suffolk beekeepers methods and practices near the Norfolk border.

150.

Sawyer, Rex. Honey Identification. 1st. Ed. Pub. Cardiff Academic Press. 1988 pp.115 with b/w. photos. and
illus. 8vo. Small address label. A fine hdbk., very gently sunned along spine. [52580]
£35.00
The plates in this hardback edition are sharper than in later reprints.

151.

Scottish Beekeepers’ Association. Catalogue of the Moir Library. With, Supplement (1950-1962) and
Second Supplement (1963-1984). 1st. Ed. Pub. SBA. 1950-1985 Three volumes. 8vo. Softbacks. All in very
good to fine condition. [55557]
£70.00
A very valuable, world focussed, reference for readers and collectors of bee and beekeeping books.

152.

Simmins, S. £300 per Annum from 30 Acres. Or A Modern Bee Farm and its Economic Management.
Rev. Ed. Pub. Woodford Fawcett. 1904 pp.xii, 405 with 11 b/w. illus., plus 3 pages of adverts. 8vo. Hardback.
Contents in fine condition. Original, decorated boards in fine condition. [55146]
£40.00

153.

Simmins, S. A Modern Bee-Farm and it’s Economic Management. Rev. Ed. 11th. Thou. Pub. The Author
1914 pp.xvi, 479 with b/w. illus., plus 8 pages of adverts. 8vo. Hardback. Neat name and address to front
pastedown. Contents fine. Original decorated boards in vg. condition. [55172]
£15.00

154.

Simmins, S. A Modern Bee-Farm and it’s Economic Management. Rev. Ed. 14th. Thous. Pub. The Author
1928 pp.xii, 506 with b/w. illus. 8vo. Hardback. Recent, previous owner’s name to ffep. Neat drawings of a Hive
(dated 1942) to rear pastedown and internal blank. Rear-endpaper removed, o/w. contents fine. Original boards in
nr. fine condition. A period BBKA leaflet entitled “Acarine Disease - An Appeal to all Bee-keepers” loosely
enclosed. [55173]
£25.00

155.

Sims, Donald. Sixty Years with Bees. 1st. Ed. Pub. NBB 1997 pp.xii, 282 with colour photos. and b/w. illus.
Faint speckling to top of text block o/w. a fine copy of the, hard-to-find, hardback in fine dw. [55218]
£28.00
A review of the lessons learned, the practices adopted, and the equipment used by a 40-colony, spare time beekeeper in diverse
parts of England during his ‘Sixty Years with Bees’.

156.

Sladen, F.W.L. The Humble-Bee. Its Life-History and How to Domesticate It. 1st. Ed. Pub. Macmillan.
1912 pp.xi, 283 with colour photographs and numerous other text figs. 8vo. Hardback. TEG. Neat signature to
front pastedown. Contents in fine condition. Original, decorated brown cloth boards lightly marked and shelfrubbed, o/w. in vg. condition. Harding 459. [54966]
£90.00
This book was the first monograph on bumblebees to appear in the English language. It contains descriptions of both Bombus
and Psithyrus, together with accounts of their life histories. This is the book which justifies F.W.L. Sladen’s role as the father of
bumblebee research.

157.

Sladen, F.W.L. Queen-Rearing in England. With Notes on a Scent-Producing Organ in the Worker Bee
and How Pollen is Collected by the Honey Bee and Bumble Bee. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Madgwick, Houlston and

Co. 1913 pp.viii, 86 with colour fontis., and many b/w. photos. and illus. Small 8vo. Hardback. Neat signature to
ffep. Original binding. Overall a nr. fine, very pleasing copy. [55245]
£35.00
158.

Smith, D.A. Pepys into some early hives. Pub. Central Assoc. of Bee-Keepers. 1980 pp.14. 8vo. Fine
softback. With accompanying timeline loosely inserted. Scarce. [55573]
£16.00

159.

Smith, David. The Search for Queen Victoria’s Beehives. Rep. Pub. IBRA. 1999 pp.46-50 with b/w. illus.
8vo. A fine softback. [55561]
£4.00

160.

Snelgrove, L.E. The Introduction of Queen Bees. 1st. Ed. Pub. Purnell. 1940 pp.xv, 205 with 11 b/w. illus
plates. 8vo. Original illustrated binding. A fine hardback. [55238]
£45.00
Still considered a must for those interested in this subject.

161.

Snelgrove, L.E. The Introduction of Queen Bees. 2nd. Ed. Pub. Snelgrove. 1943 pp.xiii, 205 with 11 plates.
8vo. Hardback. Neat signature to ffep. Thor. vg. copy in dark blue boards. [55373]
£28.00

162.

Snelgrove, L.E. Swarming. Its Control and Prevention. 8th. Ed. Pub. Snelgrove. 1945 pp.viii, 100 with 6
b/w. illus. plates. 8vo. Neat signature. Nr. fine hardback. [55179]
£12.00
Still the standard work on this subject.

163.

Snelgrove, L.E. Swarming. Its Control and Prevention. 2nd. Ed. Pub. The Author. 1935 pp.xi, 96 with b/w.
illus. 8vo. Hardback. Presentation copy from L.E. Snelgrove to Rev. G.G. McElroy (April 1935). Neat update to
p.36, likely in Snelgrove's hand (dated June 1936). Contents in nr. fine condition. Original blue-cloth binding in
nr. fine condition. [55237]
£80.00

164.

Sumpter, F. The Controlling and Subduing of Bees. Using smoke, anaesthesia or water. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Privately. [c.1959] pp.51. Small 4to. Softback. Signed by F. Sumpter to verso of front cover. A vg. softback.
Scarce. [55166]
£40.00

165.

Swan, K. A Receiver of Stolen Property. Being a discourse on the Liabilities and Rights of Beekeepers.
1st. Ed. Pub. The Honourable Society of the Middle Temple. 1956 pp.21. 8vo. A thor. vg. softback. Scarce.
[55558]
£8.00
A reading delivered before the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple, 26th April 1956.

166.

Taylor, E.H. Bee Appliances and how to use them. 4th. Ed. 8th. Thou. Pub. E.H. Taylor. 1911 pp.160 with
numerous b/w. illus. throughout. Small 8vo. Softback. Contents in nr. fine condition. Original illus. covers in nr.
fine condition. A very pleasing copy indeed. [55256]
£85.00

167.

Taylor, E.H. Bee Appliances and how to use them. 5th. Ed. 8th. Thou. Pub. E.H. Taylor. 1918 pp.170 with
numerous b/w. illus. throughout. Small 8vo. Softback. Contents in thor. vg. condition. Original illus. covers
chipped along front fore-edge and some superficial wear to spine, o/w. a vg copy. [55257]
£65.00

168.

Vernon, Frank. Hogs at the Honeypot. The story of Hampshire Beekeepers. 1st. Ed. Pub. BBNO. 1981
pp.viii, 104 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. Speckling to top-edge, o/w. a fine softback. Signed by the author to
half-title. [55203]
£20.00
A fascinating insight into the history of beekeeping in Hampshire.

169.

Vickery, V.R. The Honey Bee. A Guide for Beekeepers. 1st. Ed. Pub. Particle Press. 1991 pp.xx, 240 with 4
plates of colour photos and numerous b/w. photos and figs., plus 5 photocopiable pages to record hive details. 4to.
A fine hardback in illus. boards. [55242]
£30.00
Recommended. Dr. Vickery has drawn on his long experience with bees, and familiarity with the literature on honeybees, to
produce this highly readable, easy to follow guide.

170.

Watson, J.K. The Bee Man of County Clare. Turlough Butler O’Bryen, 1853-1928. 1st. Ed. Pub. The
Author. [c.1995] pp.80 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. [55188]
£22.00
Born in the year that L.L. Langstroth first published a description of his moveable-frame hive, Turlough Butler O’Bryen was
instrumental in promoting it’s take-up among the beekeepers of Ireland.

171.

Wenner, A.M. and Wells, P.H. Anatomy of a Controversy. The Question of a “Language” Among Bees.
1st. Ed. Pub. Columbia University Press. 1990 pp.xiv, 399 with b/w. figs. 8vo. Minor foxing to fore-edges of text
block, o/w., a fine hardback in fine dw. Out-of-print. [53951]
£70.00
Many people believe that scientific evidence is indisputable. The truth is that scientific inquiry is often the subject of much
controversy. In the 1960's, the authors replicated the experiments of Karl von Frisch on the existence of a `dance language'
and found their results at odds with his hypothesis. This is an insider view of a scientific controversy and a philosophical
perspective on scientific method and its relationship to controversy in science.

172.

White, C. Eighty Years of Beekeeping. A History of the Twickenham and Thames Valley Bee-Keepers’
Association 1919-1999. 1st. Ed. Pub. Foundry Press. 1999 pp.72 with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A fine
softback. [55211]
£10.00

173.

Whitehead, Stanley B. Bees To The Heather. 1st. Ed. Pub. Faber and Faber. 1954 pp.96 with b/w. photos.
and illus. 8vo. Contents in fine condition. A vg. hardback in dw. repaired with sellotape to front. [55174] £20.00
A much sought after work.

174.

Winston, M.L. The Biology of the Honey Bee. 1st. Harvard Pbk. Ed. 1991 pp.viii, 281 with b/w., illus., and
figs. 8vo. New softback. [55622]
£30.00
A comprehensive and very readable account covering anatomy, physiology, systematics, ecology and behaviour.

New and recently published books (since 2000)
175.

Cramp. D. A Practical Manual of Beekeeping. How to Keep Bees and Develop Your Full Potential as
an Apiarist. 1st. Ed. Spring Hill, Oxford. 2008 pp.xiv, 304 with colour and b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. A fine
softback. Out-of-print. [55212]
£12.50
This book strips away the mystery that so often surrounds the practice of beekeeping, and explains how to start beekeeping as a
hobby; how to progress to running a beekeeping business; or how to have a career as a beekeeper.

176.

Dade, H.A. Anatomy and Dissection of the Honeybee. Rev. Ed. Rep. Pub. IBRA/ Northern Bee Books. 2017
pp.196 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A new softback. [53516]
£27.50

177.

Dartington, R. Construction Information for Dartington Hives. With full details for making the ‘garden’
and ‘country’ models of the Dartington Long Deep Hive. 1st. Ed. Pub. NBB. 2018 pp.70 with b/w. photos.,
and figs. 8vo. A new softback. [54855]
£18.99
Provides full construction plans for the Dartington Long Deep Hive, a design which includes all the space and features needed
to manage a colony throughout the whole season without additional boxes.

178.

Davis, I. and Cullum-Kenyon, R. The BBKA Guide to Beekeeping. 2nd. Rev. Ed. Pub. Bloomsbury. 2015
pp.224 with colour photographs and other figs. throughout. A new softback. [55790]
£18.99
This latest edition includes new step-by-step sequences to illustrate procedures such as containing a swarm, identifying the
queen, using a smoker and cleaning a hive as well as more information on different kinds of hives, disease management and
many other key areas.

179.

de Bruyn, Clive. Practical Beekeeping. Pub. Crowood. 2009 pp.288 with colour photographic plates and
numerous b/w. photographs. 4to. A new hdbk. in new dw. Highly recommended. [41994]
£24.95
In this book the author touches on everything a beekeeper needs to know. Starting with a study of bees and their natural
history, he goes on to look at the effects of weather, the plants bees require, hives and frames. The qualities required in the
beekeeper are then examined, along with colony management, record keeping and swarm control.

180.

Edwards, M. & Jenner, M. Field Guide to the Bumblebees of Great Britain & Ireland. New Rev. Ed. Pub.
Ocelli. 2018 pp. 112 with many colour photographs. Crown 8vo. New softback copy. [54397]
£13.99
This excellent, newly revised photographic field guide describes 25 species. With colour photographs of both sexes and
information on life history. It also includes habitat requirements for conservation action and information on how to attract
bumblebees to your garden.

181.

Falk, S. Field Guide to the Bees of Great Britain and Ireland. British Wildlife Field Guide. 1st. Ed. Pub.
British Wildlife Publishing. 2015 pp.432 with colour photographs & over 1,000 colour and black & white
illustrations by Richard Lewington. 8vo. New hardback. Out-of-print in hardback. [54092]
£60.00
Steve Falk and Richard Lewington are behind this new guide, which will surely prove to be the book to have for many years,
for the identification of all 275 species of Bees found in Britain and Ireland.

182.

Free, John B. The Social Organization of Honeybees. Rep. Ed. Pub. Northern Bee Books. 2017 pp.66, [1]
with b/w. photos. and illus. 8vo. New softback. [55415]
£10.95
Originally published in 1977 this is still an important, concise and readable account of the social organisation of the honeybee
colony.

183.

George, S. The Beekeeper’s Pupil. 1st. Ed. Pub. Review. 2002 pp.314. 8vo. Hardback. Ex-lib. Thor. vg.
hardback in thor. vg. dw. [55205]
£6.00
An appealing and gracefully constructed work of historical fiction. (Sunday Herald). In 1766, at the age of fifteen, Francois
Huber learns that he is going blind. As the darkness descends, however, his scientific curiosity develops, and he becomes
obsessed with an extraordinary inquiry - into the violent and sexually competitive world of the bee.

184.

Goodman, L. Form and Function of the Honeybee. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 2003 pp.xi, 220 with colour and
b/w. photos and illus., throughout. Folio. Nr. fine softback. [55433]
£25.00
Recommended. Containing over 300 diagrams, micrographs and colour illustrations, Form and Function works equally well as
an expert guide to the physiology and anatomy of the honey bee, and as an introduction to this fascinating field for students
and others.

185.

Gregory, Pam. Healthy Bees are Happy Bees. 2nd. Ed. Pub. BeeCraft. 2018 pp.269 with colour photographs.
Royal 8vo. Softback. New copy. Latest edition, revised in 2018 to reflect the latest information on bee health and
new threats such as the Asian Hornet. [54552]
£34.00
A comprehensive guide to identifying and treating bee health and sickness. Details beekeeping problems, pests, parasites and
diseases in depth.

186.

Harden, Ben. Some alternative pathways for the hesitant queen rearer. Pub. NBB. 2014 pp.26 with colour
photographs and line drawings. A new softback. [47871]
£8.45
In this easily understood text, Ben Harden uncovers the secrets of rearing queens. He covers grafting, queen cell initiation and
the stocking of mininucs. He also has a section on requeening without finding the old queen. Highly recommended.

187.

Hodges, Dorothy. (Richard Jones (Ed.)). The Pollen Grain Drawings of Dorothy Hodges. 1st. Ed. Pub.
IBRA. 2009 pp.32 with b/w. drawings throughout. 8vo. A new softback. [53447]
£9.00
Taken from the ‘Pollen Loads of the Honeybee’, these drawings are of outstanding artistic merit and offer the possibility of
identifying the pollen forms which are most frequently collected by bees.

188.

Hood, Wm. M. The Small Hive Beetle. Aethina tumida Murray. 1st. Ed. Pub. NBB. 2017 pp.140 with
colour photos., and b/w. illus. 8vo. Softback. New. [54368]
£17.00
Since 1996 the small hive beetle, a native of sub-saharan Africa where it is known as a minor honey bee pest, has become an
invasive and destructive pest round the world. This work serves to introduce beekeepers to the dangers posed, and to discuss
safe, practical and sustainable means of control.

189.

Jones, R. The Folk Art of Slovenian Hive Fronts. 1st. Ed. Pub. International Bee Research Assoc. 2013
pp.84 beautifully illus. in colour throughout. Small 4to. A new softback. [54894]
£10.95
Illustrated front boards on beehives are an essential part of Slovenian beekeeping. Using over fifty examples, that are part of
the Eva Crane Historical Collection, this book examines their history and describes in detail the range of subjects covered.

190.

Jones, R. (Ed.). The IBRA Museum Part 1: Protective Clothing. An international collection of historical
and contemporary artefacts illustrating all aspects of beekeeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 2009 pp.32 with
numerous colour and b/w. photos. 8vo. A new softback. [54891]
£8.00

191.

Jones, R. (Ed.). The IBRA Museum Part 2: Skeps, Tools and Accessories. An international collection of
historical and contemporary artefacts illustrating all aspects of beekeeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 2009 pp.36
with numerous colour and b/w. photos. 8vo. A new softback. [54892]
£8.00

192.

Jones, R. (Ed.). The IBRA Museum Part 3: Hives. An international collection of historical and
contemporary artefacts illustrating all aspects of beekeeping. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 2010 pp.43 with numerous
colour and b/w. photos. 8vo. A new softback. [54893]
£8.00

193.

Kirk, W. A Colour Guide to the Pollen Loads of the Honey Bee. 2nd. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 2006 pp.54 with a
key of 500 colours. 8vo. Softback. New copy. [52416]
£24.95
Highly recommended. This work describes the pollen loads of 268 plant species found in Europe.

194.

Kirk, W.D.J. and Howes, F.N. Plants for Bees. A Guide to the Plants that Benefit the Bees of the British
Isles. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA 2012 pp.311 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. A new hdbk. in new
dustwrapper. [52943]
£35.00
Highly recommended.

195.

Lawes, G. The Victorian Beekeeping Revolution. 1st. Ed. Pub. NBB. 2011 pp.294 with b/w. photos. and
illus. Large 8vo. A vg. softback. [55171]
£12.00
Shipwreck, suicides, disease, jingoism, self-advertisement, ignorance, politics, social privilege, bankruptcy, fires,
unemployment, emigration, disaster and death. A very readable account by Geoffrey Lawes on Victorian beekeeping and the
establishment of the BBKA.

196.

Little, M. The Bee Garden. How to Create or Adapt a Garden to Attract and Nurture Bees. 1st. Ed. Pub.
Spring Hill, Oxford. 2011 pp.xv, 269 with many colour photos. and illus. 8vo. A fine softback. [55215] £9.00
Written by a professional garden designer and beekeeper, this book includes practical planting plans and a ‘gazetteer’ of
selected bee-friendly plants, arranged by plant type in seasonal sub-sections.

197.

Martin, Prof. S. The Asian Hornet (Vespa velutina). Threats, Biology and Expansion. 1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA
and NBB. 2017 pp.106 with colour photos. and b/w. figs. 8vo. A new softback. [54426]
£27.50
Asian hornets are highly topical. Covers all the key aspects of the hornets' biology including the impact they have on both
people and honey bees, and some information on their control.

198.

Maurer, Bob. Practical Microscopy for Beekeepers. Pub. Bee Craft Ltd. 2012 pp.96. 8vo. A new softback.
[44822]
£17.50
‘An invaluable, step-by-step overview of the microscopy tasks candidates may be required to perform or discuss in the British
Beekeepers’ Association assessments’ (John Hendrie - BBKA Exam Board).

199.

Munn, P. and Jones, R. (Eds.). Honey and Healing.
Landscape 8vo. Nr. fine softback. [55220]

1st. Ed. Pub. IBRA. 2001 pp.49 with b/w. photos.
£8.00

A fascinating insight into how honey has been, and still is being, used as an effective medicine.

200.

O’Sullivan, E. (Ed.). Bees, Hives and Honey.
and text figs. 8vo. Fine softback.
[55371]

1st. Ed. Pub. F.I.B.A. 2000 pp.xiv, 231 with colour photos.,
£15.00

‘A comprehensive instruction book based on beekeeping conditions in Ireland. It covers all aspects, catering for beginners and
experienced beekeepers alike.’

201.

Ogden, R.B. In Pursuit of Liquid Gold. 1st. Ed. Pub. BBNO. 2001 pp.104 with colour and b/w. photos. and
illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. [55184]
£7.50
Relates the history of beekeeping in South West England and includes details of surviving bee boles in Devon, Cornwall,
Somerset and Dorset.

202.

Root, A.I. and Shimanuki H. (Ed.). The ABC and XYZ of Bee Culture. A Cyclopedia of Everything

Pertaining to the Care of the Honey Bee Gleaned from the Experience of Thousands of Beekeepers,
Honey Bee Experts and in our own Apiary. 41st. Ed. Pub. A.I. Root. 2007 pp.911 with many photos., and
figs. 8vo. A new hardback.

[55221]

£40.00

The A.I. Root Company has been providing information and assistance to beekeepers for over 140 years and this work
continues that tradition. This is the first edition to be printed in colour.

203.

Royle, G. Apis through the Looking Glass. 2nd. Ed. Pub. BBNO. 2010 pp.44 with colour photographs
throughout. Large 8vo. Landscape format. A fine softback. In-print at £16.99. [55209]
£10.00
This book provides a close up look at the external and internal structures of the honeybee. The author is developing a
reputation as a honey bee microscopy expert, writer and teacher.’ - D. Basterfield, Bee World.

204.

Sawyer, R. Honey Identification. Rep. Pub. Cardiff Academic Press. 2010 pp.115 with b/w. photographs and
other figs. throughout. A new softback. [44673]
£16.00
This is a practical book, designed both for small-scale beekeepers and for those engaged in the honey industry, to explain the
principles that can be applied to determine a honey’s origin. This is the sister volume to Rex Sawyer’s ‘Pollen Identification’.

205.

Sawyer, Rex. Pollen Identification for Beekeepers. Fac. Pub. Northern Bee Books. 2006 pp.111 with images
throughout. 8vo. A new softback. [43949]
£12.00

206.

Seeley, T.D. Honeybee Democracy. 1st. Ed. Pub. Princeton. 2010 pp.269 with colour, b/w. photos and illus.
4to. A new hdbk. in new dw. [52024]
£27.50
Beginning with a discussion about life in a honeybee colony. This classic text then moves onto an in-depth study of swarming,
the subsequent search for a new home and the democratic decision making that the honeybees undertake during this process.

207.

Smith, A.R. William Charles Cotton MA, 1813-1879. Priest, Missionary and Bee Master. A Turbulent
Life. 1st. Ed. Pub. Countrywise. 2006 pp.239 with b/w. illus. 8vo. A nr. fine softback. [55201]
£9.00
William Cotton sailed to New Zealand in 1841 to help establish the Anglican church there. He was also concerned to spread
the best practices in beekeeping among both settlers and Maori. On his return to England he spent many years as the vicar of
Frodsham near Liverpool, where he continued to pursue his interest in bee-keeping.

208.

Waring, C. and A. Haynes Bee Manual. The Complete Step-by-Step Guide to Keeping Bees. 1st. Ed. Rep.
Pub. Haynes. 2017 pp.169 with colour photographs throughout. 4to. A new hdbk. [55645]
£22.99
Published in the style of a Haynes Car Manual. The Bee Manual provides a complete and easy-to-follow reference to the
intriguing world of the honey bee and the addictive craft of beekeeping.

209.

Weiler, M. Bees & Honey. From Flower to Jar. 1st. Eng. Ed. Pub. Floris. 2006 pp.138 with b/w. photos.
and figs. 8vo. Fine softback. [55197]
£5.00
Written by an experienced beekeeper and teacher with a great passion for bees and deep understanding of their nature. The
text conveys the reader smoothly through this refreshing insight into the bees' world.

210.

Williams, John. Starting out with Bees. 1st. Ed. Rep. Pub. BeeCraft. 2011 pp.144 with colour photography
throughout. 4to. Softback. New copy. [54101]
£16.50
This book will help the new beekeeper with all the basic beekeeping procedures for the first few years including marking the
queen, making up a nucleus and selective queen rearing. It also includes information on preparing clear and soft set honey,
making mead and beeswax candles.

Welsh Beekeepers’ Association Annual Convention 2019
We’ll have a large stand selling books at this year’s WBKA Annual Convention. We’ll be
taking new, secondhand and antiquarian titles.
This very popular and well attended meeting is being held at the Royal Welsh Showground in
Builth Wells on Saturday 30th March. Doors open at 8.30am, closing at 4.30pm.
There’ll be interesting lectures and lots of other trade stands, meaning you can buy most things
a beekeeper would need for the year ahead. A full programme of events can be found on the
WBKA website.
Warm meals, sandwiches, cakes and drinks will be available for visitors to buy at the on-site
café.
If there are specific books you would like to view at Builth Wells, please do let us know and
we’ll take them along.
We can also look at any books you might wish to sell.

About us
We have one of the most comprehensive ranges of Bee and Beekeeping books in the UK.
Our stock consists of:






Beekeeping leaflets & booklets
Secondhand beekeeping books
Beekeeping Study Notes
Newly published books
Collectible and rare beekeeping books

Our full stock can be browsed and purchased at www.ardenbooks.co.uk
Or, please feel free to visit us. We’re open:


Monday to Friday : 9.30am to 5pm
Saturday : 9.30am to midday

Parking available.
We’re always interested in buying small or large collections of beekeeping books.

